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ABSTRACT

Real-time user emotion recognition is highly desirable for many ap-
plications on eyewear devices like smart glasses. However, it is very
challenging to enable this capability on such devices due to tightly
constrained image contents (only eye-area images available from
the on-device eye-tracking camera) and computing resources of the
embedded system. In this paper, we propose and develop a novel
system called EMO that can recognize, on top of a resource-limited
eyewear device, real-time emotions of the user who wears it. Unlike
most existing solutions that require whole-face images to recognize
emotions, EMO only utilizes the single-eye-area images captured
by the eye-tracking camera of the eyewear. To achieve this, we
design a customized deep-learning network to effectively extract
emotional features from input single-eye images and a personalized
feature classifier to accurately identify a user’s emotions. EMO also
exploits the temporal locality and feature similarity among consec-
utive video frames of the eye-tracking camera to further reduce
the recognition latency and system resource usage. We implement
EMO on two hardware platforms and conduct comprehensive ex-
perimental evaluations. Our results demonstrate that EMO can
continuously recognize seven-type emotions at 12.8 frames per
second with a mean accuracy of 72.2%, significantly outperforming
the state-of-the-art approach, and consume much fewer system
resources.

CCS CONCEPTS

•Human-centered computing→Ubiquitous andmobile com-

puting.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wearable devices for eyes (eyewear) have vastly improved in recent
years [47, 53, 64, 78, 88]. Many of them, such as smart glasses and
Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) of Virtual Reality (VR) and Aug-
mented Reality (AR), have become popular in the consumer market.
For those devices, eye-based interactions [13, 18, 29] are natural to
users, e.g., virtually underlining text contents of a manuscript by
saccadic eye movements, and recording day-to-day activities with
eye-focus tracking for lifelogging. To support eye-based interac-
tions, eye-tracking cameras are already available on commercial
eyewear devices such as HTC VIVE Pro Eye [4], FOVE [2] VR head-
sets, and HoloLens 2 [8]. Furthermore, it is reported that more and
more eyewear devices will be equipped with eye-tracking cameras
to provide intelligent services [9].

Emotion recognition is highly desirable on eyewear devices.
Previous research in the human-computer interaction (HCI) field
has shown that emotion recognition can significantly improve the
services of mobile devices [12, 21, 22, 46, 60, 89]. Particularly, the
emotion expression could be a critical interaction method com-
plementary to existing ones on eyewear devices. For instance, it
is more appropriate to issue a device command via emotion ex-
pression than voice speaking in quiet public places like the library.
Besides, the emotion change also plays a non-replaceable role in
many social activities, which are important application scenarios
of eyewear devices [50].

However, emotion recognition is a challenging task on eyewear
devices for two main reasons. First, the eye-tracking cameras only
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Figure 1: Eye-area images captured by the eye-tracking cam-

era of different people expressing disgust.

capture small eye-area images rather than whole-face images. Al-
though emotion recognition has been studied for many years, most
proposed solutions are based on whole-face images [16, 24, 40, 48,
57, 62, 71, 84], and thus are ill-suited for eyewear devices. Eye-area
images hold less emotional related facial changes and muscle move-
ments compared to whole-face images, making emotion recognition
more challenging. Furthermore, it is also very challenging to dis-
tinguish the emotions of different users from eye-area images. As
shown in Figure 1, the difference in the same emotion between
different users may be greater than the difference in the different
emotions of the same user. Thus, a one-size-fits-all strategy is not
suitable for the task of eye emotion recognition, unlike in the task
of whole-face emotion recognition.

The second challenge is real-time emotion recognition on resource-
limited eyewear devices. Emotions are transient psychology states
that may last for only a few seconds or less [69]. The proposed
solution should be able to quickly recognize the emotion with low
latency to avoid missing any emotional changes. Also, eyewear
devices usually have very limited resources in terms of computa-
tion, memory, storage, and energy. The proposed solution must
be lightweight enough to run on typical eyewear devices without
specialized hardware. Although there are a few existing solutions
that enable effective features on eyewear devices [30, 34, 57, 67],
they are of low performance or require extra hardware, impeding
their application in real-world settings.

In this paper, we propose and develop EMO, a system to enable
real-time emotion recognition on eyewear devices using single-eye
images. EMO employs a set of novel techniques to address the
challenges above. We take a Deep Learning (DL) based approach
with a novel Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture.
To effectively extract emotion features from single-eye images, we
design an effective emotion feature extractor tailored for eye-area
images captured by the on-device eye-tracking camera. To deal
with the emotion diversity among different users, we design a
personalized classifier to quickly construct a specialized emotion
classifier for each user. Despite lightweight algorithm designs, we
also employ two system techniques, the frame sampler and the
fast forwarder, to exploit respectively the temporal locality and the
feature similarity among video frames for the sake of accelerating
computation and saving resources.

We have built a prototype of EMO on two hardware platforms
and implemented the proposed techniques to evaluate the perfor-
mance of EMO. Our experimental results demonstrate that EMO
can effectively (72.2% accuracy) and efficiently (12.8fps) recognize
seven basic emotions, i.e., anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sad-
ness, surprise, and neutrality, from the video streaming of the eye-
tracking camera. Compared with the state-of-the-art approach [34],
EMO achieves the 1.82× accuracy, 20.9× speedup, 4.3× memory

reduction, and 3.3× energy saving, demonstrating our design is
much more suitable for the eyewear scenario.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose and develop the EMO system for real-time emo-
tion recognition from single-eye images, empowering eye-
wear devices with affective computing ability. (Section 3)

• We design a novel CNN architecture to effectively extract
sophisticated features related to emotions from single-eye im-
ages. Together with a personalized classifier, EMO achieves
high recognition accuracy for different users. The CNN archi-
tecture is also designed to be lightweight to run on resource-
constrained eyewear devices efficiently. (Section 4)

• We design two system techniques that fully leverage the
temporal locality and feature similarity among video frames
of the eye-tracking camera to reduce the resource usage for
efficient emotion recognition on eyewear devices. (Section 5)

• We build the EMO prototype on real hardware and imple-
ment the proposed techniques to evaluate the performance
of EMO. Experimental results show that EMO significantly
outperforms the state-of-the-art approach in terms of recog-
nition accuracy, speed, and system resource usages like mem-
ory footprint and energy consumption. (Sections 6 & 7)

2 EMOTION RECOGNITION FROM EYE-AREA

IMAGES

Theoretical study support. Psychology studies [26] show that
humans have six basic emotions: fear, surprise, sadness, anger,
happiness, and disgust. And the seventh one is neutrality - the lack
of expression. These seven basic emotions, consisting of different
facial appearance changes, are measurable, discrete, physiologically
distinct, and widely accepted [11, 38, 51, 82]. We adopt this emotion
categorization system in this paper.

The feasibility of recognizing emotions from eye-area images
can be explained by the Emotion Facial Action Coding System (EM-
FACS) [27, 28]. This system was designed to associate the emotional
expressions with visible facial muscle movements (e.g., upper lip
raiser) labeled as action units (AUs) [58, 86]. There are seven AUs in
the eye-area, i.e., inner brow raiser, cheek raiser, outer brow raiser,
lid tightener, brow lowered, nose wrinkler, and upper lid raiser, that
can be captured by the eye-tracking camera.

Table 1 shows the number of eye-area AUs that can be captured
by the eyewear and the number of other facial AUs of the emotions
we adopt in this paper. The number of the eye-area AUs is 65%
of the total number of the facial AUs associated with expressing
emotions, making it achievable to classify emotions solely from eye-
area expressions. For example, the encoding of the sad emotion type
includes two AUs in the eye area and one AU in other facial parts.
We discover that four out of six emotions have in their encodings
more eye-area AUs than other facial-area AUs. Furthermore, all
six emotions can be distinguished from each other just by the eye-
area AUs of their encodings. Therefore, recognizing emotions from
single-eye images is theoretically doable if eye-area AUs can be
extracted and recognized well.

Opportunities on eyewear devices. Emotion recognition on eye-
wear devices also has the following unique advantages.
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Table 1: The number of eye-area AUs (𝑁𝑒𝑦𝑒 ) and other facial-

area AUs (𝑁𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒 ) in the encodings of six emotions.

Emotion 𝑁𝑒𝑦𝑒 𝑁𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒 Emotion 𝑁𝑒𝑦𝑒 𝑁𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑒

Sadness 2 1 Fear 5 2
Surprise 3 1 Anger 3 1
Happiness 1 1 Disgust 1 2

Figure 2: The single-eye images captured by the eye-tracking

camera of EMO in two ambient lighting conditions. The left

twofigures are the eye image captured and its corresponding

daylight environment, whereas the right two are for the case

of a dark room at night.

Close view of fixed area. Unlike the case of surveillance/CCTV
cameras, eye-tracking cameras [2, 6, 7] provide a fixed and close
view of single-eye images. Likewise, the objects in the images are
predictable: an eye, partial eyebrow, and facial appearance around
the eye (please refer to Figure 2). This removes the influence of
disturbing factors in recognition, such as face position, obstacles,
sharpness in images, and others.

Advantages of infrared (IR) cameras. The eye-tracking cameras on
eyewear devices are usually IR cameras, removing the concerns on
lighting disruption. We also use an IR camera in our prototype. As
is shown in Figure 2, the IR camera can capture clear images under
different lighting conditions, and the differences in the images have
a negligible impact on recognition.

Temporal locality in video streams. Temporal locality is exploited
in deep learning video research to improve process efficiency and
save computation resources [17, 80, 81]. We derive two observa-
tions from our empirical study in our scenario: 1) two consecutive
frames in a real-time video stream of 30 frames per second (fps) are
classified with the same emotion in the majority of cases; 2) there
is a short interval of stagnation immediately following a change
in emotion. We, therefore, exploit these two observations to opti-
mize the system performance of emotion recognition on eyewear
devices.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN OVERVIEW

EMO captures the emotional and temporal features in eye-tracking
videos and applies deep learning to perform emotion recognition.
Captured features are then utilized to improve the accuracy and
efficiency of emotion-sensing tasks. EMO has four main system
components - a CNN based feature extractor, a feature classifier per-
sonalized to each user, a recognition accelerator on the extraction
network, and an opportunistic frame sampler to conserve device
resources.

Feature extractor. A CNN fine-tuned on eye-tracking images.
This CNN is designed to effectively and automatically extract useful
emotion-sensing features from single-eye-area images with low
computational overhead. It is also generalized to be able to train
on imperfect datasets. (Section 4.1)

Personalized classifier. An emotion classifier based on the
unique personalized features of each individual. EMO quickly builds
this classifier for each user after first use. The classifier leverages
personalized emotional features more accurately than a unified
classifier for all wearers. (Section 4.2)

Fast forwarder. A CNN-based decision-maker, embedded in
the middle of the feature extraction procedure, to assess whether
two consecutive inputs are similar enough in terms of emotion
distinctive features. If so, this component allows the current input
to bypass the rest of the classification processing and assigns it the
same label as the previous input. (Section 5.1)

Frame sampler. This frame sampler applied before the feature
extractor selectively sends frames to the feature extractor accord-
ing to network feedback from either the classifier or forwarder
component. Its objective is to save computation resources without
missing emotion transitions between frames. (Section 5.2)

The system architecture and the main workflow of EMO are illus-
trated in Figure 3.❶ The video stream from the eye-tracking camera
is sent to the frame sampler. The frame sampler opportunistically
decides whether the current input frame shall be processed or not
based upon the feedback information from ❼ the fast forwarder
or ❽ the personalized classifier that labels the previous frame. If
the current frame is selected for the classification pipeline, ❷ it is
sent to the feature extractor to extract deep features. As shown
in Figure 3, there are two stages of this extractor. After the first
stage, ❸ the intermediate results of this frame are sent to the fast
forwarder component for assessment. If fast forwarding is triggered
after the assessment, ❹ the current frame bypasses the rest of the
recognition procedure and is assigned the same emotion label as
the most recent fully-processed frame. If fast-forwarding is not
triggered for the current frame, ❺ the processing in the feature
extractor, i.e., the second stage, is resumed. Finally,❻ the output of
extractor, i.e., the deep features of the current frame, is sent to the
personalized classifier to label the emotion captured in the current
input frame accurately.

Two more procedures are not included in this workflow. The first
procedure is EMO’s deep-learning training procedure (Section 6.2),
which is done before uploading the trained CNN models onto the
eyewear device. The second one is the initialization procedure done
in the wearer’s first use (Section 4.2). This procedure is used to
build a local emotion feature map as a reference to the wearer for
the personalized classifier. The feature map is unique for each user
and useful for improving recognition accuracy.

Next, we describe how the key components of EMO work in
detail.

4 EFFECTIVE RECOGNITION

The two key components used by EMO for effective emotion recog-
nition from single-eye images are the feature extractor and the
personalized classifier.
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Figure 3: The system architecture and emotion-recognition workflow of EMO.

4.1 Feature Extractor

CNNs have demonstrated a remarkable ability to extract features
from images. We take advantages of deep learning and design the
EMO feature extractor based on a CNN tailored for single-eye
images. To achieve this, we comprehensively evaluate the state-of-
the-art CNN models including InceptionV3 [74], VGG16/19 [70],
GoogLeNet [73], ResNet18/50 [33], SqueezeNet [37], ShuffleNet [87],
and MobileNet [36], in their learning ability and resource usage
with regard to our constraints. Our task does not prefer large net-
work models (e.g., VGG16/19 and ResNet50) because of their high
resource usage. For the balance between accuracy and resource us-
age, we choose ResNet18 as our base model, which is better suited
for our task than other models according to our experiments 1.

We further improve the base model of ResNet18 according to
our observations and derive the CNN model employed in the fea-
ture extractor of EMO. The network architecture is shown in Table
1. Several changes are made to tailor ResNet18 for our scenario.
First, we observe that eye-area images are usually clear, objects
like eyes and eyebrows occupy large areas of the image, and their
positions are fixed. Therefore, we shrink the input size of video
frames from the conventional 224 × 224 pixels to 64 × 64 pixels
to reduce computation overhead. Second, we apply a 3 × 3 kernel
and eliminate the pooling layer at the beginning of the network
to prevent the feature map from dropping fast for the smaller in-
put size. These modifications may degrade the performance of the
feature extraction. To compensate for this issue, we extend the
network to 26 layers, which maintains a similar extracting ability
with significantly lower usage of the resource. As shown in Table 3,
our tailored model achieves 4× faster speeds with an accuracy 2

drop of only 5.3%, compared to ResNet18.
Furthermore, to enable fast-forwarding, we split our CNN model

into two stages. The first seven layers represent the first stage (the
region with red striped lines in Figure 3), while the rest of the
model forms the second stage. The checkpoint for fast forwarding
is inserted between these two stages, as described in Section 3.

4.2 Personalized Classifier

Previous studies have shown that personalization is necessary for
achieving high accuracy of emotion recognition [34, 50], and it
is particularly critical for our task of recognition from single-eye

1Comparison details are omitted due to space limit.
2A fully-connected layer with SoftMax is appended at the end of both networks to
measure accuracy.

Table 2: Network architecture of our CNNmodel. The kernel

size and filter numbers of convolutional layers are shown

in the last column. The conv1_x, conv2_x, conv3_x, and

conv4_x are built with 3 ResNet blocks [33].

Layer name Output size Layers=26
conv1 64 × 64 3 × 3, 16

conv1_x 64 × 64 3 ×
{

3 × 3, 16
3 × 3, 16

}
conv2_x 32 × 32 3 ×

{
3 × 3, 32
3 × 3, 32

}
conv3_x 16 × 16 3 ×

{
3 × 3, 64
3 × 3, 64

}
conv4_x 8 × 8 3 ×

{
3 × 3, 128
3 × 3, 128

}
pooling 1 × 1 average pool, 128-d

Table 3: Accuracy (Acc.) and inferring time (I.T.) of our CNN

model and the base model ResNet18. (The inferring time is

evaluated on the Qualcomm Open-Q820 [5].)

Network Layers Input size Acc.∗ I.T.
ResNet18 18 224 × 224 × 3 74.4% 751ms
Our CNN 26 64 × 64 × 3 69.1% 156ms

∗Please note that this is not the final accuracy which EMO achieves. See Section 7 for
the comprehensive evaluation.

images as described in Section 1. Existing solutions for personaliza-
tion usually build a dedicated model for every user. These solutions
suffer from not only very high model training costs but also insuffi-
cient training data for each individual user. Furthermore, they do
not work for a new user without any pre-collected data, leading to
big deployment issues.

To address those issues, we take a different approach by sepa-
rating feature extraction from emotion classification. The rationale
behind this design is from the observation that features extraction,
particularly using CNNs to extract visual features from images, is
generic for different inputs. Thus, we train a generic feature extrac-
tor (Section 4.1) for all users using all pre-collected training data
of different users. Such a feature extractor may be powerful and
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo code for building the personalized
classifier. (Only runs once in the first use.)
Input: Seven sets of frames labeled with different emotions,

frames(𝑖) is the frame set for emotion 𝑖; The feature
extractor 𝐹𝐸.

Output: Reference feature vector for each emotion type 𝑖 ,
center𝑖 ; The distance between the boundary
feature vector and center𝑖 , radius𝑖 .

1 for emotion 𝑖 in 7 emotions do
2 features(𝑖) = 𝐹𝐸 (frames(𝑖) ) ;
3 featuresclear(𝑖) = 𝐼𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 (features(𝑖) );
4 center(𝑖) = 𝐾𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 (featuresclear(𝑖) );
5 for emotion 𝑖 in 7 emotions do
6 radius𝑖 = max

𝑓 ∈featuresclear(𝑖 )

(𝑆𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 (𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖 , 𝑓 )) ;

7 return center(𝑖) , radius(𝑖) ;

effective as it is trained from a large set of data. However, emotion
classification may be very different for different users. Therefore,
EMO personalizes the classifier, i.e., each user has her classifier.
Instead of being pre-trained, the personalized classifier is built in
an initialization procedure when the first time the wearer uses EMO.
This building procedure only takes about 70 seconds, asking the
user to express seven types of emotions for a few seconds each,
while the video stream is recorded to build the personalized feature
map in the background. This creates a reference feature vector of
each emotion for the user. For personalized emotion recognition,
we then employ a feature-matching based classifier rather than
using a fully-connected layer with SoftMax for classification.

The above procedure is detailed in Algorithm 1. The user is asked
by EMO to express all emotions one by one. Each expression is held
for five to ten seconds, while the camera records the eye area. Then,
EMO applies Isolation Forest [52], an outlier removing algorithm,
onto the cluster of video frames recorded for each emotion type.
For each emotion feature vector cluster, EMO uses the K-Means
method [56] to calculate the reference feature vector, denoted as
center𝑖 , for each emotion type 𝑖 . Next, for each emotion 𝑖 , EMO
calculates the similarity, using cosine distance, between the bound-
ary feature and center𝑖 , denoted as radius𝑖 , which characterizes
the range of corresponding emotion feature vectors. Finally, EMO
stores the center𝑖 and the radius𝑖 on the device.

Please note that the above initialization procedure of personal-
ization only occurs once when the eyewear device is used for the
first time, and its duration is quite short. Thus, it will not disrupt
the normal usage of this device. However, the benefit brought by
personalization is substantial as it makes the recognition optimized
for the specific user of this device. The following describes the
workflow of EMO in use (after the one-time initialization).

During the emotion recognition of EMO, the incoming emotion
feature vector, extracted by the feature extractor, will be measured
with all seven reference vectors with the similarity metric 𝑠𝑖𝑚. For
the frame to be recognized, denote as frameu, 𝑆𝑖 is defined as:

𝑆𝑖 =
𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐹𝐸 (frameu), center𝑖 )

radius𝑖
, 𝑖 ∈ {7 emotions} (1)

where 𝐹𝐸 represents the feature extractor, and 𝑠𝑖𝑚 is the cosine
distance between two feature vectors. In the end, a frame is labeled
as the emotion type 𝑖 giving the maximum 𝑆𝑖 .

Our model design, which explicitly combines the generality of
feature extraction and the personalization of feature classification,
address two unique challenges in EMO. The first one is that eye-
area images contain less emotion-related facial changes and muscle
movements compared to whole-face images. The second one is that
the difference in the same emotion of different users may be greater
than the difference in the different emotions of the same user. As a
result, EMO achieves a 1.82× improvement in accuracy compared
with the state-of-the-art approach (Section 7).

5 EFFICIENT RECOGNITION

EMO achieves efficient recognition through two key system com-
ponents, the fast forwarder and the frame sampler, both of which
leverage the temporal characteristics of live eye-tracking videos.

5.1 Fast Forwarder

The fast forwarder decides if the final classification result of a
frame can be predicted at an earlier stage of the feature extraction,
allowing it to bypass the rest of the operations to improve the speed
significantly.

Temporal characteristics of live eye-tracking videos are the core
of the fast forwarder. As mentioned in Section 2, consecutive frames
may be similar, especially in the case of eye emotional expressions,
thus allowing frames to bypass the bulk of the computations and
re-use the emotion label of the previous frame.

The simple pixel-level comparison methods do not work to mea-
sure the similarity between consecutive frames, because the similar-
ity targets at the semantic level. We need a method that can extract
and compare high-level emotional features with a small cost. To do
it, we chose to use a Siamese network [15]. The Siamese network
is to learn a similarity metric from data, and it can automatically
select the appropriate features with emotion recognition semantics
to achieve fast forwarding in our scenario. The Siamese network is
first proposed to measure the distance between two feature vectors
extracted from handwriting signatures. Since then, the same net-
work has been applied to measure the similarity between feature
maps in many computer vision tasks such as face recognition [19],
human re-identification [20, 59, 76, 77] and tracking [45], object
tracking [14, 32, 75], etc. EMO leverages the idea of Siamese net-
work and designs a customized network to measure the similarity
between current and previous frame labeled by the personalized
classifier to decide whether or not to make an early prediction.

Siamese network design. As shown in Table 4, we design our
Siamese network with 10 convolution layers, 1 pooling layer, and a
128-dimension feature vector as output. To further reduce the com-
putation, we design the first seven layers of the Siamese network
structure to be the same as the CNN of the feature extractor. These
shared network parameters are critical for the training procedure
later described in this section.

The complete design of the fast forwarder is shown in Figure 4.
For an input frame, it is first sampled by the frame sampler before
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Figure 4: Design of the fast forwarder. The Siamese Network and Feature Extractor share a seven-layer neural network. Once

triggered, the fast forwarderwill output the emotion category immediately and bypass the rest of the Feature Extractor. Table 4

shows the architecture of the Siamese Network.

Table 4: The Siamese network architecture. The kernel size

and filter numbers of convolutional layers are shown in the

last column. The first seven layers, i.e., conv1 and conv1_x,

are the same as the feature extractor.

Layer name Output size Layers=11
conv1 64 × 64 3 × 3, 16

conv1_x 64 × 64 3 ×
{

3 × 3, 16
3 × 3, 16

}
conv2_x 32 × 32 3 × 3, 32
conv3_x 16 × 16 3 × 3, 64
conv4_x 8 × 8 3 × 3, 128
pooling 1 × 1 average pool, 128-d

going through the seven-layer CNN feature extraction in the fast-
forwarder. The fast forwarder is responsible for testing the emotion-
feature similarity of this frame with the most recent feature that
went through the full recognition workflow, for deciding whether
this frame should resume the paused processing in the extractor’s
CNN or be directly assigned the previous label. The inputs of the
fast forwarder are the intermediate outputs from the 7th layer of
the CNN in the feature extractor. To measure the similarity, the
output of the Siamese network for each frame was cached.

A threshold \FF is used to decide whether the fast forwarding
will be triggered. \FF is calculated in Equation 2, when EMO collects
the user emotions as described in section 4.2:

\FF = 𝛼 × E𝑖∈{0,1,...,𝐿−1}𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑆𝑁 (frame𝑖 ), 𝑆𝑁 (frame𝑖+1)) (2)

where 𝑆𝑁 is the Siamese network. 𝐿 is the total number of video
frames collected for personalization. frame𝑖 represents the i-th
frame in the video. 𝑠𝑖𝑚 is the cosine distance. 𝛼 is a hyperparameter
that weights accuracy and efficiency. A higher 𝛼 leads the fast
forwarder to be triggered more easily, resulting in performance
gains, but can also cause expressions to be missed when the changes
are very gradual. Possible values of 𝛼 are explored in Section 7.3.1,
and an 𝛼 of 0.75 is used in our implementation.
Siamese network training. The loss function of our Siamese net-
work is defined as a contrastive loss:

Loss =
1
2
× (𝑦 (1 − 𝑠)2 + (1 − 𝑦)𝑚𝑎𝑥 (margin − (1 − 𝑠), 0)2) (3)

where 𝑦 is 1 if it is a positive sample and 0 otherwise. 𝑠 is the cosine
similarity of the feature vectors extracted by the Siamese network.

Algorithm 2: Pseudo code of frame sampling algorithm.
Input: Upper bound of sampling interval, Λ; Lower bound

of sampling interval, _; The similarity computed by
the fast forwarder, 𝑆FF;

Output: The number of frames to skip, 𝑁skip;
1 𝑁skip = 0;
2 if the last emotion is labeled by the fast forwarder then
3 𝑁skip = ⌈(Λ − _) × 𝑆FF−\FF

1−\FF + _⌉;
4 else

5 𝑁skip = (𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑑)? Λ : _;

6 return 𝑁skip;

margin is the hyperparameter of similarity. The feature distances
of positive pairs will be the loss terms, while the negative pairs try
to maximize feature distance until larger than the margin. We set
margin to 5.0 in our training.

Recall that our Siamese network shares the first seven layers, in-
cluding network structure and parameters, with the CNN of the fea-
ture extractor. Therefore, we perform joint training of the Siamese
network and CNN to coordinate the trained parameters of their
first seven layers, as illustrated in Figure 6. More training details
are described in Section 6.2.

5.2 Frame Sampler

The frame sampler predicts which video frames can be skipped for
recognition with little influence on the recognition functionality
by using the feedback collected from both the fast forwarder and
personalized classifier. Two observations inspire the design of the
frame-sampling algorithm. First, the similarity measured by the
fast forwarder reflects short-lasting emotional stability. Second,
expressions typically last at least for 750 milliseconds [69], which
means more than 22 consecutive frames for a frame rate of 30fps.
In other words, in most common use cases and practical settings,
there is a short time window in which emotions remain constant.
For some emotions like neutrality, the time window may be much
longer. Only when the similarity of two adjacent features is low,
the expression is likely to be changing or has changed. Also, when
the expression just changed, it can be assumed that the expression
will stay consistent. These are the basis for Algorithm 2.

The frame sampler takes the last recognition feedback as input,
including whether the last recognition is completed by the per-
sonalized classifier or the fast forwarder; the similarity calculated
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Figure 5: System prototype of EMO.

by the fast forwarder (𝑆FF); and whether the emotion has changed
compared with the last recognized frame. \FF is the threshold for
triggering the forwarder defined in Equation 2. Users can set the
upper bound (Λ) and the lower bound (_) of the sampling interval.
The upper bound of the sampling interval is to avoid skipping too
many frames and missing some ephemeral emotion. Since emo-
tions usually last at least 750ms, we can set the upper bound to
any values larger than 750ms. Therefore, any user emotion can
hardly be missed by EMO, and recognition accuracy and recall are
not affected. The smaller the value is, the more sensitive EMO is
to emotion changes, i.e., the new emotions can be detected more
quickly. With a 30fps frame rate on our EMO prototype, Λ is set to
10 (frames). The lower bound _ weighs the recognition sensitivity
and performance, which can be configured by users according to
their needs. A larger _ can save more CPU usage time, while a
smaller _ can be used to capture the expression changes in greater
detail. More details are discussed in Section 7.3.2.

The output of the sampling algorithm is the number of frames to
skip (𝑁skip). If a frame is similar to the previous one and triggers the
fast forwarder, the frame sampler will determine 𝑁skip according to
the similarity between the two frames (reflected by A and B). The
larger 𝑆FF is, the more stable the emotion will be, the less likely it
will be to change instantly, and the larger the sampling interval will
be, and vice versa. The sampler divides when the fast forwarder
fails to trigger in two cases. If the emotion has not changed since
the last recognition, it believes that the emotion is in a rapid change,
and a lower 𝑁skip will be set to capture the immediate emotion on
change. If the emotion changes, the sampler assumes the emotion
will remain constant for a brief window of time and set a larger
𝑁skip.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

Next, we describe our prototype implementation of EMO and the
training details of the two deep learning models: the CNN in the
feature extractor and the Siamese network in the fast forwarder.

6.1 System Prototype

Off-the-shelf wearable devices of eye-tracking provide limited high-
level APIs, and their software is hard to re-program. To facilitate the
development, evaluation, and demonstration of the EMO system,

we built a custom eye-tracking platform, as shown in Figure 5.
Although the size of the prototype is large, the hardware capabilities
and software functionalities are similar to commercial wearable
eye-tracking systems.

The hardware components of the EMO prototype include a
power supply, an SoC board, an infrared camera, and some cables.
We built two versions of the EMO prototype, each with a different
SoC board. One is the QualcommOpen-Q820 [5], whereas the other
is the HiKey 620 (LeMaker version) [3]. For each prototype, the
SoC board is installed onto a helmet and connected to an infrared
camera for eye tracking. This camera has a 3.6mm focal length and
is held by a front mount in an eye-facing position. The camera
is shown in Figure 5. Both prototypes are powered by a portable
185Wh battery.

As to software, EMO runs as an Android App on the SoC boards
with Android 6.0.1 installed. The infrared camera driver we used
is libuvccamera 1.1 [1]. The eye-tracking videos captured by the
infrared camera are fed into the emotion-recognition workflow,
as shown in Figure 3. The feature extractor and the personalized
classifier are implemented in C++ through TensorFlow 1.12 [10].
The faster forwarder and the frame sampler are developed in Java.

6.2 Model Training

The model training in EMO is different in two aspects compared to
the standard deep learning training procedure. Firstly, we introduce
a branch network, the Siamese, to CNN, requiring joint training to
achieve optimal efficiency and effectiveness. Joint training preserves
the consistency of feature extraction in the shared first segment of
the CNN and fast forwarder.

Secondly, we perform a two-stage fine-tuning training technique
to accommodate for the lack of training data. The training dataset
is generated by deriving eye-area images from preexisting facial
expression datasets. Unfortunately, few images in the labeled whole-
face datasets can be translated to generate proper single-eye-area
images due to issues with facial orientation and distance. Although
the targeted dataset of eye-area images is small, the two-stage
fine-tuning can help address this problem. The training steps are
highlighted below.

Phase I: pre-training. In this stage, only the top portion (the
blue dashed box) of the network in Figure 6 is trained. The Siamese
network is not involved. Thewhole-face emotion recognition dataset
we use is FER2013 [31]. FER2013 is a facial expression recognition
dataset containing 35,887 images of facial expressions and is labeled
with the same six emotions as we consider in this work.

In training, we use the joint network architecture shown in
Figure 6. The CNN is trained with a classifier that exploits back-
propagation to guide the network to learn feature representations
that optimize end-to-end emotion recognition. This generic classi-
fier, as shown in Figure 6, is a simple fully-connected layer with a
SoftMax layer that is appended to the end of CNN during training.
The cross entropy loss function is defined as:

𝐿1 = −
𝐾∑
𝑘=1

𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝 (𝑘))𝑞(𝑘), 𝑓 𝑜𝑟 𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑒𝑙 𝑘 ∈ {1...𝐾}, (4)
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Figure 6: The training architecture contains the recognition part and the fast forwarder. The training procedure is divided

into two stages: pre-training and fine-tuning. Only the feature extractor (the blue dashed box) is involved in pre-training. See

Section 6.2 for more details.

Figure 7: Seven emotional expressions of the same subject of

the original MUG Facial Expression Database (top row), our

fine-tuning data cropped from MUG (second row), and the

eye-area images captured by EMO during use (third row).

where 𝑝 (𝑘) is the output of SoftMax for class 𝑘 , and 𝑞(𝑘) stands
for the ground-truth of this input. The error measured by the cross
entropy after classification is backpropagated to CNN to adjust
network parameters. Note that this generic classifier used for fea-
ture training is later replaced with EMO’s personalized classifier in
deployment.

Phase II: fine-tuning. In this stage, the Siamese network is
sent to train with the CNN portion is in the fine-tuning process
for single-eye-area emotion recognition. The first step to the joint
training process is the preparation of the fine-tuning dataset.

Figure 7 depicts example training data; the first row is the MUG
Facial Expression dataset [11]; the second row is the modified eye-
area images cropped from the original dataset. We use the modified
MUG dataset (the cropped single-eye images) consisting of 5,164 im-
ages, to fine-tune the pre-trained CNN and train the linked Siamese
network from scratch in parallel. The Siamese network is untrained
because it is used for similarity mapping and does not require the
higher-level facial expression feature understanding. Specifically,
we generate a tetrad (𝐹1, 𝐿1, 𝐹2, 𝐿2), where 𝐹1 and 𝐹2 are two eye-
area images in the modified MUG dataset with the labels 𝐿1 and 𝐿2,
respectively. For each input, we randomly select two images from
one subject; these can be the same emotion or two distinct ones. For

each round of training, the shared layers produce the immediate
results 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒1 and 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒2 for 𝐹1 and 𝐹2, respectively. The rest
of the feature extractor takes the 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒1 and 𝐿1 to update the
whole extractor (containing the first shared 7 layers). The Siamese
model takes 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒1, 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒2, 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 as input and updates
itself (including the shared 7 layers). The re-selection of the tetrad
and the update of the two networks are conducted alternately for
multiple iterations until the two models converge.

7 EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of EMO in terms of the recognition
performance and the system performance and measure the resource
usage on both hardware prototypes of EMO. We also demonstrate
the advantages of continuous recognition.

7.1 Experimental Setup

All data used in the evaluation are collected from experiment vol-
unteers, which is separate from our training dataset (See Figure 7,
for example, images). In this way, we show the robustness of EMO
under strict practical situations, as well as the effectiveness of per-
sonalization. 20 volunteers, 6 females and 14 males with diverse
facial characteristics, participated in our evaluation. Each of the
first wear the EMO prototype and experience a 70-second initializa-
tion stage (10 seconds for each emotion). Then she or he is asked to
watch video clips in FilmStim [66] and let EMO perform real-time
emotion recognition. FilmStim is one of the most widely-used emo-
tional movie databases to induce emotions. The videos in FilmStim
are labeled by recording how the participants felt at the specific
time they were watching the video other than the content itself.
We collected our dataset following the same method, and thus we
could collect the real emotions of the participants. After watching,
the volunteer is asked to label ground truth emotions at frame-level
granularity.

We also extract 39,780 frames from the video clips above for mea-
suring the accuracy of the feature extractor and the personalization
classifier. These frames are randomly selected from 20 volunteers,
each with approximately 285 images per emotion. We randomly se-
lected the frames of 15 people (denote as Image15EMO) for fine-tuning
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Table 5: 4-emotion recognition results of EMO and Eyemo-

tion (Eye. for short). (Support stands for the number of im-

ages. Accuracy is the ratio of correct predictions to total pre-

dictions made. F1-Score is the harmonic mean of precision

and recall.)

Emotion Accuracy F1-Score SupportEMO Eye. EMO Eye.
Anger 82.8% 63.5% 0.864 0.594 1,180
Happiness 79.5% 46.6% 0.792 0.496 1,379
Surprise 67.1% 72.7% 0.732 0.769 1,317
Neutral 97.8% 68.3% 0.845 0.649 1,446
Avg/total 81.8% 62.6% 0.808 0.627 5,322

(Section 6.2) and the frames of the remaining 5 people (denote as
Image5EMO) for testing.

Note that the way we collect the dataset is completely differ-
ent from Eyemotion [34]. Our dataset is generated by volunteers
induced by video clips in FilmStim. However, the dataset of Eyemo-
tion is generated by asking volunteers to perform according to an
exemplar video. Since we observe that each user expresses her/his
emotions differently (Figure 1), we believe that our method is more
accurate to collect the real emotions of the participants.

7.2 Recognition Performance

In this section, we evaluate the recognition effectiveness of EMO
proposed in Section 4, i.e., the combined performance of the feature
extractor and personalized classifier. We first evaluate the over-
all recognition accuracy and then demonstrate the importance of
personalization in the field of eyewear.

7.2.1 Recognition Accuracy. We compare EMO’s recognition accu-
racy and F1-score 3 with that of Eyemotion [34], a state-of-the-art
method for eye-area emotion recognition.We reproduced the model
of Eyemotion according to descriptions in the paper. Since the train-
ing data of Eyemotion is not available, we fine-tuned the reproduced
model using the same dataset of EMO4. Eyemotion classifies 5 facial
expressions: happiness, anger, surprise, closed eyes, and neutral.
EMO performs expression recognition on 7 emotions, happiness,
anger, surprise sadness, disgust, fear, and neutral, which are widely
used in facial expression recognition [26]. As closed eyes is not
widely treated as one of the 7 basic emotion types, we excluded it
from our evaluation and reported only the results on the 4 shared
emotion types and all 7 emotion types.

Eyemotion also uses a two-stage training method with pre-
training done on the ImageNet dataset. [23]. EMO is pre-trained on
FER2013, which we believe is more applicable to the select field of
emotion recognition.

For 4-emotion recognition, all images labeled with the corre-
sponding emotions from Image15EMO are selected and applied to
fine-tune both models for a fair comparison. The two models are
3We follow the most widely used definitions of accuracy and F1-score as described
in [79].
4Please note that the training procedure of Eyemotion also consists of two phases,
i.e., pre-training and fine-tuning. The pre-training phase uses ImageNet, and the
fine-tuning phase uses a self-collected dataset.

then evaluated on Image5EMO. All images used by Eyemotion for
fine-tuning and evaluation are personalized, as claimed in the paper.
As shown in Table 5, EMO significantly outperforms Eyemotion
with an accuracy of 81.8% and an F1-score of 0.808, while the corre-
sponding numbers in Eyemotion are 62.1% and 0.627 5, respectively.

For 7-emotion recognition, EMO is fine-tuned on two datasets:
besides the modified MUG (denoted as EMO1), we also fine-tuned it
using Image15EMO (denoted as EMO2) to study its performance on a
small dataset for fine-tuning. Eyemotion is fine-tuned on Image15EMO.
Then, both models are evaluated on Image5EMO. Results are shown
in Table 6. The accuracy of EMO slightly decreases due to the in-
creased number of emotion types, with a mean accuracy of 75.1% for
EMO2 and 76.6% for EMO1. However, the performance of Eyemo-
tion becomes significantly worse, with an accuracy of only 42.1%,

These results show that EMO can achieve a high recognition
performance. In comparison to Eyemotion, the accuracy of the
4-emotion recognition is 1.32× higher, and the accuracy of the 7-
emotion recognition is 1.78× to 1.82× better. Keep in mind that
the recognition accuracy of EMO2 has room for improvement be-
cause of the lack of a dedicated large eye-area emotional expression
dataset. Even in this case, our models can achieve a high testing
accuracy on live eye-tracking videos of users not included in the
training dataset.

We believe that, compared with Eyemotion, the EMO’s better
performance is due to our more effective personalization method.
In short, Eyemotion assumes that people express their emotions in
similar ways, so it takes the input image and subtracts the average
picture of the neutral emotion of the same user for personalization,
which does not consider the difference of emotion expressions
across different users. On the contrary, we observed that people
might express the same expression very differently, and sometimes
the difference between the same emotion for two peoplemaybe even
larger than the difference between two emotions of the same person.
Next, we further evaluate the advantages of our personalization
method.

7.2.2 Personalization in Classifier. There are two main advantages
brought by our personalized classifier, one is the higher accuracy
(see Table 6), and the other is the better generalization, which is
useful for training emotion recognition networks without large
dedicated eye-area emotion datasets.

To demonstrate it, we compare the accuracy of EMO with and
without personalization. Both are fine-tuned using the Image15EMO
dataset and the modified MUG dataset, and are then evaluated
on the 7-emotion Image5EMO dataset. The results can be found in
Table 7. From Row 1 and Row 2, the accuracy of EMO with the per-
sonalized classifier is 1.61× higher than the EMO with the generic
classifier. The difference between Row 3 and Row 4 is even more
significant: the accuracy of EMO with the personalized classifier
fine-tuned on the modified MUG is 2.09× higher than that with the

5The numbers reported in the Eyemotion paper are higher: 74% for accuracy and 0.73
for F1-score. The difference may be caused by 1) Eyemotion reports a high precision
(up to 90%) for closed-eyes expression, which is not widely considered as an emotion
type and thus not included in this paper; 2) the evaluation dataset is different. However,
it is hard to reproduce the results reported in Eyemotion as its model and dataset are
not released.
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Table 6: Recognition results of EMO and Eyemotion (Eye. for short) on 7 emotions. EMO
1
represents EMO fine tuned on the

collected images, and the EMO
2
represents EMO fine tuned on the modified MUG. (Support stands for the number of images.)

Emotion Accuracy F1-Score Support
EMO1 EMO2 Eye. EMO1 EMO2 Eye.

Anger 84.4% 84.6% 24.8% 0.837 0.870 0.308 1,180
Disgust 69.5% 81.1% 26.6% 0.745 0.863 0.357 1,351
Fear 60.9% 58.4% 17.6% 0.695 0.650 0.221 1,320
Happiness 79.5% 70.0% 32.5% 0.719 0.658 0.327 1,379
Sadness 72.5% 59.2% 37.0% 0.794 0.674 0.486 1,407
Surprise 74.6% 73.6% 88.2% 0.803 0.716 0.741 1,317
Neutral 94.8% 96.9% 65.4% 0.736 0.702 0.396 1,446
Avg/total 76.6% 75.1% 42.1% 0.761 0.627 0.407 9,400

Table 7: 7-emotion recognition accuracy of EMO fine-tuned

on different datasets with different classifiers. The general

classifier consists of a fully connected layer and a Softmax

layer used for training.

ID Classifier Fine-tune Dataset Test Dataset Acc.
1 General Image15EMO Image5EMO 47.4%
2 Personalized Image15EMO Image5EMO 76.6%
3 General Modified MUG Image5EMO 35.9%
4 Personalized Modified MUG Image5EMO 75.1%

generic classifier. These results show that personalized classifier
can significantly improve recognition accuracy.

From Row 2 and Row 4 of Table 7, we can see the effective gener-
alization brought by our personalized classifier. As depicted in the
second and third rows of Figure 7, there are significant differences
between MUG and Image5EMO datasets, which explain the poor per-
formance of the MUG fine-tuned general classifier on Image5EMO.
After the introduction of the personalized classifier, our personal-
ized model fine-tuned on modified MUG can almost achieve the
same accuracy as the one fine-tuned on Image15EMO (75.1% vs. 76.6%).
The effective generalization ability of our personalized classifier
allows for training a high-performance model without requiring
sizeable eye-area emotional expression datasets.

7.3 System Performance

In this part, we evaluate the performance of the fast forwarder
and the frame sampler, which relate to the recognition efficiency
of EMO. Additionally, we show how to determine the values of
hyper-parameters used in the fast forwarder and the sampler based
on experimental results.

7.3.1 Fast Forwarding. To study the tradeoff between system re-
sources saved by the fast forwarder and the achievable recognition
accuracy, we first measured the time cost of each part of EMO on
Open-Q820 and Hikey platforms. The inference time for each part
of the model is shown in Table 8. When the forwarder is triggered,
the current recognition exits early. Through this mechanism, the

Table 8: Inference time of the different parts of the network.

Layers𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the first 7 convolutional layers shared by the

extractor and the Siamese network, the Extractor𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 is the

rest of the extractor combined with the personalized classi-

fier.

Board Layers𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 Forwarder Extractor𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡
Open-Q820 45ms 15ms 95ms
Hikey 68ms 57ms 230ms

forwarder can save 57.1% of the time on Open-Q820, and 58.1% on
Hikey. When not triggered, the forwarder spends an extra 10.7% of
the time on Open-Q820, and 19.1% on Hikey. The more frequently
the forwarder is triggered, the more computational resources will
be saved. But it comes at the cost of immediate emotional change
detection, which results in a decrease of overall recognition accu-
racy. We explore the relationship among resources, accuracy, and
trigger frequency to find the optimal performance.

Recall that the trigger frequency of the fast forwarder depends on
\FF (Equation 2). The larger the value, the less likely it is to trigger,
and vice versa. \FF varies from person to person but is regulated by
the hyper-parameter 𝛼 . We test different 𝛼 values, from 0.5 to 2 with
a step-size of 0.25, in processing the eye-tracking video streams
(described in Section 7.1). The labels of all frames are acquired
and compared with the labels outputs from EMO without using
the fast forwarder. These original labels are used to measure the
number of incorrectly classified frames caused by the fast forwarder.
The percentage of incorrectly recognized frames is referenced as
accuracy degradation.

The relationship among the accuracy degradation, the trigger
frequency, and 𝛼 is shown in Figure 8. When 𝛼 increases, it saves
more computational resources but also leads to higher accuracy
degradation. To determine the value of 𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎, we propose a metric,
Performance Price, which is defined as the percent accuracy loss per
1% performance increase.

The lowest Performance Price is reached when 𝛼 is 0.75. With
this value, the accuracy degradation is less than 5%, maintaining an
overall accuracy of 72.2% and a forwarding trigger frequency up to
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Figure 8: As𝛼 increases, trigger frequency, accuracy degrada-

tion, and performance price increases. Performance price is

the tradeoff in accuracy per 1% performance improvement.

Figure 9: Skip rate has a positive correlation with _. The

higher the skip rate, the shorter the CPU time needed.

77%. The EMO prototype on Open-Q820 can reach 12.8fps, 1.8× the
frame rate without fast forwarding. To compare, Eyemotion runs
at only 0.58fps on the same platform, which means EMO achieves
a 20.9× speedup.

7.3.2 Frame Sampling. The frame sampler is introduced to improve
system performance by skipping the image analysis workflow on
selected frames. Here we explore the lower bound of the sampling
algorithm, _, which weighs the sensitivity of detecting the emotion
change and computational resource usage. The skip rate deter-
mines the proportion of frames that the sampler skipped, and also
influences the amount of CPU time that can be saved.

Figure 9 shows the results on the Open-Q820 platform with a
frame rate of 30fps. We can see that for _ values from 2 to 8, the
skip rate is around 80%, and the CPU run time ranges from 600ms
to 400ms per second. As _ increases, CPU time drastically decreases.
_ can be configured by users according to their needs. If the user
does not need to detect emotion changes immediately, it is safe
to set a larger 𝛼 for larger computational resource savings. It is
important to note that we also limit the upper bound of Λ to ensure
the sampler not miss any emotions. We set the upper bound to
10 frames in our implementation, considering the shortest time
duration of emotions.

Table 9: System resources usage of the EMO and Eyemotion

(Eye.).

Model Board CPU Memory Power Storage
Eye. Q820 53.7% 313MB 5.9W 83.3MB
Eye. Hikey 42.06% 445MB 2.4W 83.3MB
EMO Q820 16.20% 73MB 1.8W 4.9MB
EMO Hikey 23.69% 57MB 1.6W 4.9MB

7.4 Resources Usage

Given that the eye-tracking cameras are always on for eye-tracking
and gazing detection, EMO just shares the eye-area video with
existing applications. Since the resource overhead of collecting
eye-area video are not brought by EMO, we only measure the
resources usage during the emotion recognition phase. We compare
the system resource usage of Eyemotion and EMO on both Open-
Q820 and Hikey platforms. Results are shown in Table 9. Compared
to Eyemotion, EMO uses significantly fewer resources. On Open-
Q820, EMO reduces the CPU, memory, power, and storage costs by
3.3×, 4.3×, 3.3×, and 17×, respectively. On Hikey, the corresponding
numbers are 1.8×, 7.8×, 1.5×, and 17×, respectively. These results
confirm the advantages of the lightweight model design and the
power of the fast forwarder and the frame sampler in EMO.

7.5 Advantages of Continuous Recognition

Continuous recognition helps recognizing emotions effectively and
quickly. We evaluate how sensitive the EMO is to the emotion
changes, by measuring the time interval from when an emotion
change happens to when EMO detects the emotion change. Surprise,
the most ephemeral expression, lasts significantly shorter than
other emotions. Thus, we have designed an extreme experiment by
inviting a volunteer to perform surprise rapidly as follows.

We conducted a case study to evaluate the precision of EMO on
surprise, with 𝛼 set to 0.75 and _ set to 5. A volunteer was asked to
put on the EMO, initialize the personalized features, and express
a surprised expression once every 5 to 10 seconds for 100 times.
The start and end time of surprised expression is labeled as ground
truth, and the time recorded when the surprise is recognized by
EMO. Only 4% of the frames labeled as surprise are missed, which
shows EMO is effective in capturing ephemeral expressions. An
example can be found in Figure 10.

8 DISCUSSION

Hardware Support. Although we built our own hardware proto-
type for easy deployment and evaluation, EMO does not depend on
any customized hardware. What EMO needs is just an eye-tracking
camera that is available on many existing eyewear devices and
more future devices. Thus, we expect that EMO can run on many
eyewear devices, including commercial off-the-shelf ones.

Technology Generality.While we focus on emotion recogni-
tion from single-eye images in this paper, we believe that the tech-
niques we develop for EMO are also useful to build other mobile
systems and applications involving deep learning. First, our model
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Figure 10: A continuous recognition example of EMO cap-

turing an ephemeral emotion of surprise. The input frame

rate is 30fps, and the video sampler is enabled. The frames

in the first row are ones processed for recognition, and the

frames in the second row are ones skipped in the inputs. It

can be seen that the expression of surprise can be recognized

in time with low error.

design, the combination of both generalized feature extractor and
personalized classifier, could be applied to effectively accomplish
other complex deep-learning tasks of personal devices. Second, our
system optimizations, which leverage the temporal characteristics
of videos, could also be applied to improve the processing efficiency
of other video analytics tasks.

9 RELATEDWORK

Whole-face images based emotion recognition has been a tra-
ditional yet active research field in computer vision. Many solutions
have been proposed, including the Boosted Deep Belief Network
(BDBN) [55], AU-aware Deep Networks (AUDN) [54], boosted LBP
descriptors [68], RNNs [25], and many others. Among all of them,
the CNN based solutions [41, 49, 63, 85] stand out due to their
impressive performance and accuracy. Improving the recognition
efficiency of CNNs, however, has not been the main focus in the
research.

Live eye tracking applications. Eye movement has long been
understood and used in many applications. Many studies focus on
mobile eye tracking [39, 42, 43, 61, 65], while others explore how
to utilize eye movement in various tasks. For example, Lander et al.
[44] use corneal imaging to extract information for lifelogging; Steil
et al. [72] use eye movement to discover users’ everyday activities
from their long-term visual behavior. Closely related to our work,
Hoppe et al [35] and Yang et al. [83] leverage eye movement and
head pose analysis for automatic recognition of different levels of
curiosity and emotion. However, none of them is able to directly
infer the users’ emotions from the micro facial movements around
the eye area.

Emotion recognition on wearable devices. Automatic emo-
tion recognition is critical to wearable devices because these de-
vices are highly personalized and have limited human-machine
interaction interfaces. Many solutions rely on special hardware,
e.g., electroencephalogram (EEG) sensors [16, 71] or photo reflec-
tive sensors [57], and thus are not readily available on existing
devices. Only recently, Eyemotion [34] explored how to leverage
eye-tracking cameras available on wearable devices to perform

emotion recognition. EMO shares a similar high-level idea with
Eyemotion but achieves significant improvements in terms of accu-
racy, latency, and resource usage, through CNN-based lightweight
and powerful feature extracting, effective personalization, and effi-
cient frame sampling and fast forwarding.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose and develop EMO, an effective and effi-
cient system to recognize user emotions from single-eye images
captured by an eye-tracking camera on eyewear devices. EMO em-
ploys a generic feature extractor and a personalized classifier for
accurate recognition of seven emotion types among different users.
To optimize the efficiency of continuous recognition, it uses a frame
sampler and fast forwarder to exploit the temporal locality of eye-
tracking videos. EMO is implemented on two hardware platforms.
Comprehensive evaluation results demonstrate that EMO achieves
continuous emotion recognition in real-time with an average frame
rate of 12.8fps, and a mean accuracy of 72.2%, significantly outper-
forms the previous state-of-the-art approach and consumes much
fewer system resources.
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